Have you ever wanted to be able to draw or paint, write or compose music but were afraid to have a go? Using the tools and suggestions from *The Artist’s Way* you can discover how to unlock your latent creativity and make your dreams a reality.

*The Artist’s Way* is a twelve-week course that will guide you through the process of recovering your creative self. It will dispel the 'I'm not talented enough' conditioning that holds many people back and will help to unleash your own inner artist. Completing the 12 week course will transform your life, helping to overcome any artistic blocks you may suffer from, including limiting beliefs, fear, self-sabotage, jealousy and guilt. You will learn that it is never too late to fulfill your dreams and start using your rediscovered talents in whatever way you wish. It will help to demystify the creative process by making it a part of your daily life.

Embark on a personal journey of creative discovery and adventure with the support of like-minded people. $150.00 for full 12 weeks, or $20.00 per session

Mondays from 9 September to 25 November. 7 pm – 9 pm
Redcliffs Community Shed, 99c Main Road, Redcliffs
Contact: Julia Holden 03 384 2735 or 0274 788 72
Wendy Rendle 03 376 6400 or 021 032 0614